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Abstract
Parameterized complexity seeks to optimally use input structure to obtain faster algorithms for NP-
hard problems. This has been most successful for graphs of low treewidth, i.e., graphs decomposable
by small separators: Many problems admit fast algorithms relative to treewidth and many of them
are optimal under the Strong Exponential-Time Hypothesis (SETH). Fewer such results are known
for more general structure such as low clique-width (decomposition by large and dense but structured
separators) and more restrictive structure such as low deletion distance to some sparse graph class.

Despite these successes, such results remain “islands” within the realm of possible structure.
Rather than adding more islands, we seek to determine the transitions between them, that is, we aim
for structural thresholds where the complexity increases as input structure becomes more general.
Going from deletion distance to treewidth, is a single deletion set to a graph with simple components
enough to yield the same lower bound as for treewidth or does it take many disjoint separators?
Going from treewidth to clique-width, how much more density entails the same complexity as
clique-width? Conversely, what is the most restrictive structure that yields the same lower bound?

For treewidth, we obtain both refined and new lower bounds that apply already to graphs with
a single separator X such that G − X has treewidth at most r = O(1), while G has treewidth
|X|+O(1). We rule out algorithms running in time O∗((r +1−ε)k) for Deletion to r-Colorable
parameterized by k = |X|; this implies the same lower bound relative to treedepth and (hence) also to
treewidth. It specializes to O∗((3 − ε)k) for Odd Cycle Transversal where tw(G − X) ≤ r = 2 is
best possible. For clique-width, an extended version of the above reduction rules out time O∗((4−ε)k),
where X is allowed to be a possibly large separator consisting of k (true) twinclasses, while the
treewidth of G − X remains r; this is proved also for the more general Deletion to r-Colorable
and it implies the same lower bound relative to clique-width. Further results complement what is
known for Vertex Cover, Dominating Set and Maximum Cut. All lower bounds are matched
by existing and newly designed algorithms.
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1 Introduction

The goal of parameterized complexity is to leverage input structure to obtain faster algorithms
than in the worst case and to identify algorithmically useful structure. The most prominent
structural graph parameter treewidth measures the size of separators decomposing the graph.
Many problems admit fast algorithms relative to treewidth and we can often certify their
optimality assuming the Strong Exponential-Time Hypothesis (SETH) [7, 11, 12, 13, 43].
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17:2 Towards Exact Structural Thresholds for Parameterized Complexity

Such (conditional) optimality results allow us to conduct a precise study of the impact of
structure on the running time, whereas otherwise the currently best running time might be
an artifact due to the momentary lack of algorithmic tools and not inherent to the structure.

The structure captured by treewidth can be varied in several ways: In the sparse setting,
we may restrict the interplay of separators and/or allow additional connected components from
some graph class H; this yields notions such as treedepth as well as deletion resp. elimination
distance to H. In the dense setting, we may allow large and dense but structured separators;
this yields e.g. clique-width and rank-width. Conceptually, the difference between parameters
may be quite large: if the complexity of a problem changes between two parameters, then it
is difficult to pinpoint which structural feature has lead to the change in complexity.

We seek to delineate more exact structural thresholds between these parameters. This can
be done by designing algorithms relative to more permissible parameters or by establishing
the same lower bounds relative to more restrictive parameters. We focus on the latter
approach in a fine-grained setting, i.e., all considered problems can be solved in time O∗(ck)1

for some constant c and parameter k and we determine the precise value of the base c.
For parameters other than treewidth far fewer optimality results are known. In particular,

to the best of our knowledge, the only known fine-grained optimality results for NP-hard
problems relative to a deletion distance are for r-Coloring [35, 43], its generalization List
Homomorphism [52], and isolated results on Vertex Cover [33] and Connected Vertex
Cover [9]. The crux is that other lower bound proofs deal with more complex problems
(e.g., deletion of vertices, packing of subgraphs, etc.) by copying the same (type of) partial
solution over many noncrossing separators; this addresses several obstacles but makes the
approach unsuitable for deletion distance parameters (or even for treedepth). We show that
a much broader range of problems may admit such improved lower bounds by giving the new
tight lower bounds for vertex deletion problems such as Vertex Cover and Odd Cycle
Transversal relative to deletion distance parameters, in both sparse and dense settings.

Sparse Setting. Our main problem of study is Deletion to r-Colorable, i.e., delete as
few vertices as possible so that an r-colorable graph remains, which specializes to Vertex
Cover for r = 1 and to Odd Cycle Transversal for r = 2. The first parameterization
which we study is the size |X| of a modulator X ⊆ V (G), or deletion distance, to treewidth
r, i.e., tw(G − X) ≤ r. Our main result in the sparse setting is the following.

▶ Theorem 1.1. If there are r ≥ 2, ε > 0 such that Deletion to r-Colorable can be
solved in time O∗((r +1−ε)|X|), where X is a modulator to treewidth r, then SETH is false.2

The general construction for Deletion to r-Colorable, r ≥ 2, does not work for the case
r = 1, i.e., Vertex Cover, and we fill this gap by providing a simple ad-hoc construction
for Vertex Cover parameterized by a modulator to pathwidth 2.

▶ Theorem 1.2. If there is an ε > 0 such that Vertex Cover can be solved in time
O∗((2 − ε)|X|), where X is a modulator to pathwidth 2, then SETH is false.

These results improve the known lower bounds for Vertex Cover and Odd Cycle
Transversal parameterized by pathwidth and provide new tight lower bounds for r ≥ 3 as
a matching upper bound follows from generalizing the known algorithm for Odd Cycle
Transversal parameterized by treewidth. Note that in Theorem 1.1 the treewidth bound r

1 The O∗-notation suppresses factors that are polynomial in the input size.
2 We assume that an appropriate decomposition is given, thus strengthening the lower bounds.
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is the same as the bound r on the number of colors. This treewidth bound, at least for r = 2,
and the pathwidth bound in Theorem 1.2 cannot be improved due to upper bounds obtained
by Lokshtanov et al. [44] for Vertex Cover and Odd Cycle Transversal parameterized
by an odd cycle transversal or a feedback vertex set. Lokshtanov et al. [43] asked if the
complexity of problems, other than r-Coloring (where a modulator to a single path is
already sufficient [35]), relative to treewidth could already be explained with parameterization
by feedback vertex set. As argued, this cannot be true for Vertex Cover and Odd Cycle
Transversal, so our results are essentially the next best explanation.

Furthermore, the previous two theorems also imply the same lower bound for parameteriz-
ation by treedepth3, thus yielding the first tight lower bounds relative to treedepth for vertex
selection problems and partially resolving a question of Jaffke and Jansen [35] regarding the
complexity relative to treedepth for problems studied by Lokshtanov et al. [43].

▶ Corollary 1.3. If there is an r ≥ 1 and an ε > 0 such that Deletion to r-Colorable
can be solved in time O∗((r + 1 − ε)td(G)), then SETH is false.

Dense Setting. Our results on deletion distances can actually be lifted to the dense setting.
We do so by considering twinclasses, which are arguably the simplest form of dense structure.
A twinclass is an equivalence class of the twin-relation, which says that two vertices u and
v are twins if N(u) \ {v} = N(v) \ {u}, i.e., u and v have the same neighborhood outside
of {u, v}. Given two distinct twinclasses, either all edges between them exist or none of
them do. Contracting each twinclass yields the quotient graph Gq and we obtain twinclass-
variants of the usual graph parameters treedepth, cutwidth, pathwidth, and treewidth by
measuring these parameters on the quotient graph Gq, e.g., the twinclass-pathwidth of G

is tc-pw(G) = pw(Gq). The parameters twinclass-pathwidth and twinclass-treewidth have
been studied before under the name modular pathwidth and modular treewidth [42, 47, 51].
Furthermore, we remark that the previously studied parameter neighborhood diversity satisfies
nd(G) = |V (Gq)| [41]. Relationships between parameters transfer to their twinclass-variants
and twinclass-pathwidth is more restrictive than linear-clique-width. Similarly, we obtain
twinclass-modulators, but we measure the complexity of the remaining components on the
level of the original graph, i.e., a twinclass-modulator (TCM) X to treewidth r is a family X
of twinclasses such that tw(G −

⋃
X∈X X) ≤ r. We can now state our second main result,

which, similarly to the sparse setting, also carries over to twinclass-treedepth.

▶ Theorem 1.4. If there are r ≥ 2, ε > 0 such that Deletion to r-Colorable can be
solved in time O∗((2r − ε)|X |), where X is a TCM to treewidth r, then SETH is false.

Additionally, it follows that if there are r ≥ 2, ε > 0 such that Deletion to r-
Colorable can be solved in time O∗((2r − ε)tc-td(G)), then SETH is false.

Due to the inequalities cw(G) ≤ tc-pw(G) + 3 and pw(G) ≤ td(G), cf. Lampis [42]
and Nešetřil and Ossona de Mendez [48], we see that cw(G) ≤ tc-td(G) + 3. Hence any
O∗(ccw(G))-time algorithm also implies a O∗(ctc-td(G))-time algorithm. Thus, the following
result, relying on standard techniques for dynamic programming on graph decompositions
such as the (min, +)-cover product, yields a tight upper bound complementing the previous
lower bounds.

3 If tw(G − X) ≤ t, then td(G) ≤ |X| + (t + 1) log2 |V |, cf. Nešetřil and Ossona de Mendez [48], and
O∗(ctd(G)) = O∗(c|X||V |(t+1) log2 c) = O∗(c|X|).
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▶ Theorem 1.5. Given a k-clique-expression µ for G, Deletion to r-Colorable on G

can be solved in time O∗((2r)k).4

There is no further lower bound result for Vertex Cover, since r + 1 = 2r for r = 1 and
hence Theorem 1.2 already yields a tight lower bound for the clique-width-parameterization.

Going into more detail, the twinclasses of the modulator in the construction for The-
orem 1.4 are true twinclasses, i.e., each twinclass induces a clique, and moreover they are of
size r (with a small exception). Intuitively, allowing for deletions, there are 2r possible sets of
at most r colors that can be assigned to a clique of size r, e.g., the empty set ∅ corresponds
to deleting the clique completely. Hence, our results essentially show that it is necessary and
optimal to go through all of these color sets for each twinclass in the modulator.

In contrast, consider the situation for r-Coloring where Lampis [42] has obtained tight
running times of O∗

((
r

⌊r/2⌋
)tc-tw(G)

)
when parameterized by twinclass-treewidth and of

time O∗((2r − 2)cw(G)) when parameterized by clique-width. Whereas the complexities for
r-Coloring vary between the twinclass-setting and clique-width, this is not the case for
Deletion to r-Colorable. The base

(
r

⌊r/2⌋
)

is due to the fact that without deletions only
color sets of the same size as the considered (true) twinclass can be attained and the most
sets are possible when the size is ⌊r/2⌋. For clique-width, a label class may induce more
complicated graphs than cliques or independent sets and the interaction between two label
classes may also be more intricate. Lampis [42] shows that the extremal cases of color sets ∅
and [r] = {1, . . . , r} can be handled separately, thus yielding the base 2r − 2 for clique-width.

Additional results. As separate results, we obtain the following four results:

▶ Theorem 1.6. Assuming the SETH, the following lower bounds hold:
Dominating Set cannot be solved in time O∗((4 − ε)tc-ctw(G)) for any ε > 0.
Total Dominating Set cannot be solved in time O∗((4 − ε)ctw(G)) for any ε > 0.
Maximum Cut cannot be solved in time O∗((2 − ε)|X|) for any ε > 0, where X is a
modulator to treewidth at most 2.
Kr-free Deletion cannot be solved in time O∗((2 − ε)|X|) for any ε > 0 and r ≥ 3,
where X is a modulator to treewidth at most r − 1.

The first result improves the parameterization of the tight lower bound for Dominating Set
obtained by Katsikarelis et al. [38] from linear-clique-width to twinclass-cutwidth. We prove
this by reducing Total Dominating Set parameterized by cutwidth to Dominating Set
parameterized by twinclass-cutwidth and providing a lower bound construction for Total
Dominating Set parameterized by cutwidth.

Lastly, the lower bound for Vertex Cover, Theorem 1.2, also implies tight lower bounds
for Maximum Cut and Kr-free Deletion, which again imply the same lower bounds
parameterized by treedepth. The former also partially answers a question of Jaffke and
Jansen [35], by being another problem considered by Lokshtanov et al. [43] whose running
time cannot be improved when parameterizing by treedepth instead of treewidth.

4 Jacob et al. [34] have simultaneously proven this upper and lower bound for the special case of Odd
Cycle Transversal, r = 2, parameterized by clique-width. Their construction also proves the lower
bound for linear-clique-width, but not for the more restrictive twinclass-treedepth or twinclass-modulator
like our construction.
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Technical contribution. We start by recalling the standard approach of Lokshtanov et
al. [43] to proving tight lower bounds for problems parameterized by pathwidth at a high
level. Given a Satisfiability instance σ, the variables are partitioned into t groups of
constant size. For each variable group, a group gadget is constructed that can encode all
assignments of this variable group into partial solutions of the considered target problem.
The group gadget usually consists of a bundle of long path-like gadgets inducing a sequence of
disjoint separators. Further gadgets attached to these separators decode the partial solutions
and check whether the corresponding assignment satisfies some clause. Ideally, the path
gadgets are designed so that a partial solution transitions through a well-defined sequence
of states when viewed at consecutive separators. For most problems, the gadgets do not
behave this nicely though. For example, in Odd Cycle Transversal it is locally always
preferable to delete a vertex instead of not deleting it. Such behavior leads to undesired
state changes called cheats, but for appropriate path gadgets there can only be a constant
number of cheats on each path. By making the path gadgets long enough, one can then find
a region containing no cheats where we can safely decode the partial solutions.

For problems such as r-Coloring, all states are equally constraining and such cheats
do not occur, hence enabling us to prove the same lower bounds under more restrictive
parameters such as feedback vertex set. But for vertex deletion problems, like Odd Cycle
Transversal, these cheats do occur and pose a big issue when trying to compress the
path gadgets into a single separator X, since deletions in X are highly favorable. On a
single separator X such behavior means that one partial solution is dominating another
and if we cannot control this behavior, then we lose the dominated partial solution for the
purpose of encoding group assignments. Concretely, for Odd Cycle Transversal we
obtain dominating partial solutions by deleting further vertices in the single separator X.
The number of deletions is bounded from above by the budget constraint, but if we limit
the number of deletions in X, then we do not have 3|X| partial solutions anymore and the
construction may not be able to attain the desired base in the running time.

To resolve this issue we expand upon a technique of Cygan et al. [9] and construct an
instance with a slightly large parameter value, i.e., a slightly larger single separator X. Thus,
we can limit the number of deletions and are still able to encode sufficiently many group
assignments. More precisely, we consider only partial solutions with the same number of
deletions in X, hence only pairwise non-dominating partial solutions remain. We construct a
structure gadget to enforce a lower bound on the number of deletions in X. A positive side
effect is that the remaining gadgets can also leverage the structure of the partial solutions.

In the dense setting and especially for a higher number r of colors, this issue is amplified.
Here, we consider the states of twinclasses, instead of single vertices, in a partial solution.
For a twinclass, there is a hierarchy of dominating states: any state that does not delete all
vertices in the twinclass is dominated by a state that deletes further vertices in the twinclass.
For Deletion to r-Colorable, the maximum number of states is achieved on a true
twinclass of size r and we can partition the states into levels based on the number of deletions
they induce. Within each level, the states are pairwise non-dominating. Consequently, we
restrict the family of partial solutions so that for every level the number of twinclasses with
that level is fixed. This requires a considerably more involved construction of the structure
gadget which now has to distinguish states based on their level.

Related work. There is a long line of work relative to treewidth [2, 7, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 21, 39,
43, 46, 45, 49, 50] and all of these lower bounds, except for the result by Egri et al. [17], already
apply to pathwidth. In the sparse setting, there is further work on the parameterization by
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17:6 Towards Exact Structural Thresholds for Parameterized Complexity

cutwidth [8, 26, 37, 45, 52, 53] and by feedback vertex set [43, 52]. We remark that the works
of van Geffen et al. [53] and Piecyk and Rzążewski [52] show that previous lower bounds
relative to pathwidth already hold for more restrictive parameterizations. In the dense
setting, there are some results [32, 34, 38, 42] on parameterization by clique-width and these
lower bounds already apply to linear-clique-width, but not to the more restrictive parameters
that we consider. The work by Iwata and Yoshida [32] also provides equivalences between
different lower bounds and works under a weaker assumption than SETH, unfortunately
their techniques blow up the modulator too much and are not applicable in our case. Finally,
the complexity of r-Coloring and the more general homomorphism problems has been
extensively studied [17, 21, 24, 35, 42, 49, 50, 52], only two of these articles [24, 42] consider
the dense setting. Jaffke and Jansen [35] closely study the complexity of r-Coloring
parameterized by the deletion distance to various graph classes F ; in particular, the base for
treewidth can already be explained by deletion distance to a single path.

On the algorithmic side, the study of heterogeneous parameterizations has been gaining
traction [3, 4, 18, 20, 19, 29, 36], yielding the notions of H-treewidth and H-elimination
distance, which is a generalization of treedepth. Currently, only few of these works [18, 36]
contain algorithmic results that are sufficiently optimized to apply to our fine-grained setting.
Jansen et al. [36] show that Vertex Cover can be solved in time O∗(2k) and Odd Cycle
Transversal in time O∗(3k) when parameterized by bipartite-treewidth. Eiben et al. [18]
show that Maximum Cut can be solved in time O∗(2k) when parameterized by Rw-treewidth,
where Rw denotes the graphs of rank-width at most w.

Another line of work is on depth-parameters in the dense setting [5, 14, 22, 23, 25, 28, 40]
such as shrub-depth and sc-depth. The algorithmic results relative to these parameters are
largely concerned with meta-results so far [5, 25] and their relation to clique-width is not
strong enough to preserve the complexity in our fine-grained setting.

Organization. We discuss the preliminaries and basic notation in Section 2. The relation-
ships between the considered parameters are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we give
an outline of our two main results: the lower bound for Deletion to r-Colorable in
the sparse setting and the dense setting. The algorithm for Deletion to r-Colorable
parameterized by clique-width is given in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6. Appendix A
contains the formal definitions of the considered problems. The remaining results, including
the missing proofs, can be found in the full version of the paper [27].·

2 Preliminaries

If n is a positive integer, we define [n] = {1, . . . , n}. If S is a set, we define P(S) = {T ⊆ S}
and if 0 ≤ k ≤ |S|, we define

(
S
k

)
= {T ⊆ S : |T | = k} and

(
S

≤k
)

= {T ⊆ S : |T | ≤ k} and(
S

≥k
)

analogously. If 0 ≤ k ≤ n, we define
(
n

≤k
)

= |
([n]

≤k
)
| and similarly

(
n

≥k
)
. If S is a set

family, we define
⋃

(S) =
⋃
S∈S S. If f : A → C is a function and B ⊆ A, then f

∣∣
B

denotes
the restriction of f to B. If f, g : A → B are two functions, we write f ≡ g if f(a) = g(a) for
all a ∈ A. If p is a boolean predicate, we let [p] denote the Iverson bracket of p, which is 1 if
p is true and 0 if p is false.

We use common graph-theoretic notation and assume that the reader knows the essentials
of parameterized complexity. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. For a vertex set X ⊆ V ,
we denote by G[X] the subgraph of G that is induced by X. The open neighborhood of a
vertex v is given by N(v) = {u ∈ V : {u, v} ∈ E}, whereas the closed neighborhood is given by
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N [v] = N(v)∪{v}. For sets X ⊆ V we define N [X] =
⋃
v∈X N [v] and N(X) = N [X]\X. For

two disjoint vertex subsets A, B ⊆ V , adding a join between A and B means adding all edges
between A and B. For a vertex set X ⊆ V , we define δ(X) = {{x, y} ∈ E : x ∈ X, y /∈ X}.

An r-coloring of a graph G = (V, E) is a function φ : V → [r] such that φ(u) ̸= φ(v) for
all {u, v} ∈ E. We say that G is r-colorable if there is an r-coloring of G. The chromatic
number of G, denoted by χ(G), is the minimum r such that G is r-colorable.

Quotients and twins. Let Π be a partition of V (G). The quotient graph G/Π is given by
V (G/Π) = Π and E(G/Π) = {{B1, B2} : ∃u ∈ B1, v ∈ B2 : {u, v} ∈ E(G)}. We say that two
vertices u, v are twins if N(u) \ {v} = N(v) \ {u}. The equivalence classes of this relation
are called twinclasses. More specifically, if N(u) = N(v), then u and v are false twins and
if N [u] = N [v], then u and v are true twins. Every twinclass of size at least 2 consists of
only false twins or only true twins. A false twinclass induces an independent set and a true
twinclass induces a clique. Let Πtc(G) be the partition of V (G) into twinclasses.

2.1 Graph Parameters
Sparse Parameters. The definition of treewidth, pathwidth, treedepth, and cutwidth are
standard and can be found in the full version. We will construct graphs that have small
treewidth except for one central part. This structure is captured by the concept of a modulator.
We say that X ⊆ V (G) is a modulator to treewidth/pathwidth r for G if tw(G − X) ≤ r or
pw(G − X) ≤ r, respectively.

Lifting to Twinclasses

We define the twinclass-treewidth, twinclass-pathwidth, twinclass-treedepth, and twinclass-
cutwidth of G by tc-tw(G) = tw(G/Πtc(G)), tc-pw(G) = pw(G/Πtc(G)), tc-td(G) =
td(G/Πtc(G)), and tc-ctw(G) = ctw(G/Πtc(G)), respectively. The parameters twinclass-
treewidth and twinclass-pathwidth have been considered before under the name modular
treewidth and modular pathwidth [42, 47, 51]. We prefer to use the prefix twinclass instead
of modular to distinguish from the case where one works with the quotient graph arising
from the modular partition of G.

▶ Definition 2.1. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. A twinclass-modulator (TCM) X ⊆ Πtc(G)
of G to treewidth r is a set of twinclasses of G such that tw(G −

⋃
(X )) ≤ r. The size of a

twinclass-modulator X is |X |, i.e., the number of twinclasses X contains.

Clique-Width

A labeled graph is a graph G = (V, E) together with a label function ℓ : V → N = {1, 2, 3, . . .}.
We say that a labeled graph is k-labeled if ℓ(v) ≤ k for all v ∈ V . For a label i, we denote by
Gi the subgraph induced by the vertices with label i, i.e. Gi = G[ℓ−1(i)]. We consider the
following three operations on labeled graphs: the union-operation union(G1, G2) constructs
the disjoint union of two labeled graphs G1 and G2; the relabel-operation labi→j(G) changes
the label of all vertices in G with label i to label j; the join-operation joini,j(G), i ̸= j, adds
all possible edges between vertices in G with label i and vertices in G with label j. As a
base case, we have the introduce-operation ini(v) which constructs a single-vertex graph
whose unique vertex v has label i. A valid expression that only consists of introduce-, union-,
relabel-, and join-operations is called a clique-expression. The labeled graph constructed by
a clique-expression µ is denoted G(µ). To a clique-expression µ we associate a syntax tree Tµ

IPEC 2022



17:8 Towards Exact Structural Thresholds for Parameterized Complexity

in the natural way and to each node t ∈ V (Tµ) the corresponding operation. For any node
t ∈ V (Tµ), the subtree rooted at t induces a subexpression µt and we define Gt = G(µt) as
the labeled graph constructed by µt.

We say that a clique-expression σ is a k-clique-expression or just k-expression if Gt

is k-labeled for all t ∈ V (Tµ). The clique-width of a graph G, denoted by cw(G), is the
minimum k such that there exists a k-expression µ such that G is isomorphic to G(µ) after
forgetting the labels. A clique-expression µ is linear if in every union-operation the second
graph consists only of a single vertex. Accordingly, we also define the linear-clique-width of a
graph G, denoted lin-cw(G), by only considering linear clique-expressions.

2.2 Strong Exponential-Time Hypothesis
For our lower bounds, we assume the Strong Exponential-Time Hypothesis (SETH) [31] which
concerns the complexity of q-Satisfiability, i.e., Satisfiability where all clauses contain
at most q literals. Let cq = inf{δ : q-Satisfiability can be solved in time O(2δn)} for all
q ≥ 3. The weaker Exponential-Time Hypothesis (ETH) of Impagliazzo and Paturi [30] posits
that c3 > 0, whereas the Strong Exponential-Time Hypothesis states that limq→∞ cq = 1.
When proving lower bounds based on SETH, we make use of the following equivalent
formulations.

▶ Theorem 2.2 ([9]). The following statements are equivalent to SETH:
1. For all δ < 1, there is a clause size q such that q-Satisfiability cannot be solved in

time O(2δn), where n is the number of variables.
2. For all δ < 1, there is a set size q such that q-Hitting Set, i.e., all sets contain at most

q elements, cannot be solved in time O(2δn), where n is the universe size.

3 Relations between Parameters

In this section we discuss the relationships between the parameters considered in this article.

▶ Lemma 3.1 ([1], Chapter 6 of [48]). For any graph G, we have that tw(G) ≤ pw(G) ≤
td(G) − 1, td(G) ≤ (tw(G) + 1) log2 |V (G)|, tw(G) ≤ pw(G) ≤ ctw(G), and td(G) ≤
td(G − v) + 1 for any vertex v ∈ V (G). These inequalities come with algorithms that can
transform the appropriate decomposition in polynomial time.

▶ Corollary 3.2. For any graph G = (V, E) and c, r ∈ N, if there is a modulator X ⊆ V

to treewidth r, i.e., tw(G − X) ≤ r, then we have that td(G) ≤ |X| + (r + 1) log2 |V |. In
particular, we have that O∗(ctd(G)) ≤ O∗(c|X|) for all c ≥ 1. The decompositions can be
transformed in polynomial time.

Proof. Let X be a modulator to treewidth r for G. By Lemma 3.1, we see that td(G − X) ≤
(r + 1) log2 |V | for G − X. By repeatedly invoking the inequality td(G) ≤ td(G − v) + 1 for
v ∈ X, we obtain td(G) ≤ |X| + (r + 1) log2 |V |. To see the claim regarding the O∗-notation,
we compute O∗(ctd(G)) = O∗(c|X||V |(r+1) log2 c) = O∗(c|X|). ◀

▶ Theorem 3.3. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. We have the following two chains of inequalities:

cw(G) ≤ lin-cw(G) ≤ tc-pw(G) + 3 ≤ tc-td(G) + 2 ≤ td(G) + 2,

cw(G) ≤ lin-cw(G) ≤ tc-pw(G) + 3 ≤ tc-ctw(G) + 3 ≤ ctw(G) + 3.
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Proof. Follows from [42, Lemma 2.1], Lemma 3.1 and the last inequalities in both rows
follow from the fact that G/Πtc(G) is a subgraph of G and that treedepth and cutwidth are
subgraph-monotone. ◀

▶ Lemma 3.4. Suppose that G admits a TCM X to treewidth r, then tc-td(G) ≤ |X | + (r +
1) log2 |V (G/Πtc(G))|. In particular, we have for any c ≥ 1 that O∗(ctc-td(G)) ≤ O∗(c|X |).
The decompositions can be transformed in polynomial time.

Proof. Since G/Πtc(G)−X is an induced subgraph of G−
⋃

(X ), we see that tw(G/Πtc(G)−
X ) ≤ tw(G −

⋃
(X )) ≤ r. The remainder of the proof is analogous to Corollary 3.2 by

working on the quotient graph G/Πtc(G). ◀

4 Outline of Main Result

We outline our two main results, i.e., tight lower bounds for Deletion to r-Colorable
parameterized by a (twinclass-)modulator to treewidth r. Conceptually, the constructions for
the sparse setting and for the dense setting are similar. The most significant change is in the
structure gadget, since we have to enforce a considerably more involved structure in the dense
setting. We give an overview of both settings and go into more detail for the dense case.

We fix the number of colors r ≥ 2. Solutions are functions φ : V (G) → [r] ∪ {⊥} so that
for every edge {u, v} ∈ E(G) either φ(u) = φ(v) = ⊥ or φ(u) ̸= φ(v). Hence, φ−1(⊥) is the
set of deleted vertices, whereas φ

∣∣
V (G)\φ−1(⊥) is an r-coloring of the remaining graph.

In both settings we want to simulate a logical OR constraint. For Odd Cycle Trans-
versal, i.e. r = 2, we can use odd cycles. For r ≥ 3, Theorem 4.1 provides an analogue,
where a graph H is (r + 1)-critical if χ(H) = r + 1 and χ(H − v) = r for all v ∈ V (H).

▶ Theorem 4.1 (proof in full version). There exists a family Hr of (r + 1)-critical graphs with
treewidth r such that for every s ∈ N, there exists a graph H ∈ Hr with s ≤ |V (H)| ≤ s + r.

Setup. Given a q-Satisfiability instance σ with n variables and m clauses, we start with
the following standard step [43]: we partition the variables into t = ⌈n/p0⌉ groups of size p0,
where p0 only depends on the running time base that we want to rule out. Furthermore, we
pick an integer p depending on p0 that represents the size of the groups in the graph.

4.1 Sparse Setting
Central vertices and solution structure. We construct a graph G that has a solution φ for
Deletion to r-Colorable with cost |φ−1(⊥)| ≤ b if and only if σ is satisfiable. Converting
from base r + 1 to base 2 implies that G should admit a modulator X to treewidth r of
size roughly n logr+1(2). Like Cygan et al. [9], we make the modulator slightly larger, thus
picking a larger p. The modulator X consists of t + 1 vertex groups: the first t groups Ui,
i ∈ [t], are independent sets of size p each and correspond to the variable groups; the last
group F is a clique of size r which simulates List Coloring constraints.

On each group Ui, we consider the set of partial solutions Φi = {φ : Ui → [r] ∪ {⊥} :
|φ−1(⊥)| = p/(r + 1)}. By picking p large enough, Φi is sufficiently large to encode all
assignments of the i-th variable group. Defining Φi in this way achieves two things: first,
the solutions in Φi are pairwise non-dominating; secondly, this fixes the budget used on
the modulator. The second point is important, because by also fixing the budget on the
remaining graph via a vertex-disjoint packing P of (r + 1)-critical graphs, no vertex of F can
be deleted, which allows us to simulate List Coloring constraints with the clique F .
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Structure gadgets. The next step is to enforce that only the solutions in Φi can be attained
on group Ui. By choosing the budget b appropriately, we obtain an upper bound on the
number of deletions in Ui. To obtain a lower bound, we construct the structure gadgets.
These are built by combining (r + 1)-critical graphs with the arrow gadget of Lokshtanov et
al. [43]. A (thin) arrow simply propagates a deletion from a vertex u to another vertex v; else
if u is not deleted, then v is not deleted and the arrow does not affect the remaining graph.

The structure gadget works as follows: if φ deletes less than p/(r + 1) vertices in group
Ui, then there is a subset S ⊆ Ui of size |S| = (|Ui| − p/(r + 1)) + 1 that avoids all deletions
in Ui. For every subset of this size, G contains a (r + 1)-critical graph Li,S with an arrow
from every u ∈ S to a private vertex v in Li,S , hence simulating an OR on the vertices in S.
Since S avoids all deletions of φ, no deletion is propagated to Li,S and φ must pay extra to
resolve Li,S . By copying each Li,S sufficiently often, we can ensure that the existence of a
deletion-avoiding S implies that φ must exceed our budget constraint.

Decode and verify. The remaining construction decodes the partial solution on the mod-
ulator X and verifies if the corresponding truth assignment satisfies all clauses of σ. One
could generalize the gadgets of Lokshtanov et al. [43] to higher r, but this leads to an
involved construction with a worse bound on the treewidth of the remainder: for Odd Cycle
Transversal the construction of Lokshtanov et al. has treewidth 4, whereas the simpler
construction we use has only treewidth 2. More details will be presented in the dense case.

4.2 Dense Setting
We now have a twinclass-modulator X to treewidth r instead of a basic modulator and this
changes the possible states as follows. Whereas φ could assume r + 1 different states on a
single vertex u, i.e., one of the r colors or deleting the vertex, there are 2r possible states on
a true twinclass U of size r; each corresponds to a possible value of φ(U) \ {⊥} ⊆ [r]. Since
U is a true twinclass, no color is used multiple times and the exact mapping φ

∣∣
U

is irrelevant.

Central twinclasses and setup. The twinclass-modulator X of the constructed graph G

consists of t + 1 groups and each group is a family of twinclasses. The first t groups Ui,
i ∈ [t], correspond to the variable groups and each consists of p true twinclasses of size r

that are pairwise non-adjacent. The last group contains the clique F .

Solution structure. Our family Φi of considered partial solutions on group Ui should achieve
the same two things as before. First, consider the structure of states of φ on a twinclass
U ∈ Ui precisely: fix a state C = φ(U) \ {⊥} and note that all states C ′ ⊊ C dominate C if
we disregard the budget constraint, i.e., φ remains a solution if we replace C by C ′. After
arranging the states into levels according to the number ℓ of deleted vertices, there is no
domination between states on the same level. This motivates the following definition.

▶ Definition 4.2 (informal). Given rationals 0 < cℓ < 1, ℓ ∈ {0} ∪ [r], with
∑r
ℓ=0 cℓ = 1, the

set Φi consists of solutions φ on the family of twinclasses Ui such that for every ℓ ∈ {0} ∪ [r]
there are exactly cℓ · |Ui| twinclasses U ∈ Ui where φ deletes exactly ℓ vertices in U .

Essentially, we are only restricting how the deletions can be distributed inside the modulator;
there are no restrictions on the used colors. This again fixes the budget used on the modulator,
allowing us to simulate List Coloring constraints with the clique F . By picking cℓ =

(
r
ℓ

)
2−r,

ℓ ∈ {0} ∪ [r], we ensure that Φi contains the solutions on Ui where all 2r states appear the
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same number of times. This enables us to choose p small enough so that the time calculations
work out and simultaneously large enough so that an injective mapping κi : {0, 1}p0 → Φi,
mapping truth assignments of the i-th variable group to solutions in Φi, exists.

Thick arrows and structure gadgets. To enforce the structure of Φi, we need a gadget to
distinguish different number of deletions inside a twinclass. We can construct such a gadget
Aℓ(U, v), ℓ ∈ [r], also called thick ℓ-arrow. See Lemma 4.3 for the gadget’s behavior.

▶ Lemma 4.3 (informal). Let U be a set of r true twins and v be a vertex that is not adjacent
to U and ℓ ∈ [r]. There is a gadget A = Aℓ(U, v) of treewidth r with the following properties:

Any solution φ must delete at least ℓ vertices in A − U .
If a solution φ deletes exactly ℓ vertices in A − U , then φ can only delete v if φ deletes
at least ℓ vertices in U .

We proceed by constructing the structure gadgets which enforce that the partial solution
on Ui belongs to Φi. Let c<ℓ = c0 + · · · + cℓ−1 for all ℓ ∈ {0} ∪ [r]. For every group i ∈ [t],
number of deletions ℓ ∈ [r], set of twinclasses S ⊆ Ui with |S| = c<ℓ · p + 1, we add an
(r + 1)-critical graph Li,ℓ,S ∈ Hr consisting of at least |S| vertices. For every U ∈ S, we pick
a private vertex v in Li,ℓ,S and add the thick ℓ-arrow Aℓ(U, v). We create a large number of
copies of each Li,ℓ,S and the incident thick arrows.

The number of deletions in the central vertices is already bounded from above by the
budget constraint. If too few deletions occur in the twinclasses of Ui, then we can find an ℓ

and an S ⊆ Ui with |S| = c<ℓ · p + 1 such that less than ℓ vertices are deleted in each U ∈ S.
Hence, all thick ℓ-arrows leading to Li,ℓ,S and its copies cannot propagate deletions. To
resolve all these (r + 1)-critical graphs, one extra vertex per copy must be deleted. Due to
the large number of copies, this implies that we must violate our budget constraint.

Hence, for any S ⊆ Ui with |S| = c<ℓ · p + 1 and any solution φ obeying the budget
constraint there is at least one twinclass U ∈ S in which φ deletes at least ℓ vertices.
Therefore, there are at least (1 − c<ℓ)p twinclasses in Ui where φ deletes at least ℓ vertices.
Since this holds for all ℓ ∈ {0} ∪ [r] and the budget b is chosen appropriately, all inequalities
have to be tight and the deletions inside Ui follow the distribution imposed by Φi.

Color-set-gadgets and decoding gadgets. Next, we discuss the decoding part of the
construction. Since gadgets cannot read the color of single vertices but only of a whole
twinclass, we need color-set-gadgets to detect the colors used on a twinclass, cf. Lemma 4.4.

▶ Lemma 4.4 (informal). Let U be a set consisting of r true twins and v be a vertex that is
not adjacent to U and let C ⊊ [r]. There is a gadget B = BC(U, v) of treewidth r such that:

Any solution φ deletes at least (r − |C|) + 1 vertices in B − U .
If φ deletes exactly (r − |C|) + 1 vertices in B − U , then φ(v) = ⊥ only if φ(U) \ {⊥} ⊆ C.

To construct the color-set-gadgets we rely on the List Coloring constraints that are
simulated with the central clique F . Note that the color-set-gadgets only check for set
inclusion and not set equality. Using the structure of solutions in Φi however, the color-set-
gadgets will still be sufficient to distinguish the solutions in Φi from each other.

By using a complete (r + 1)-partite graph with all sets of the partition being singletons
except for one large independent set, we can simulate a logical AND, see Lemma 4.5.
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Ui Ui′
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Figure 1 An overview of the construction for the dense setting in case of r = 2. The arrows point
in the direction that deletions are propagated by the corresponding gadget.

▶ Lemma 4.5 (informal). Let nY be a positive integer. There is a gadget Y of treewidth r

with a set of input vertices V ′ ⊆ V (Y ), |V ′| = nY , and a vertex ŷ ∈ V (Y ) \ V ′ such that:
Any solution φ has to delete at least one vertex in Y − V ′.
If φ deletes exactly one vertex in Y − V ′, then φ(ŷ) = ⊥ only if φ(V ′) = {⊥}.

For the j-th clause, variable group i ∈ [t], solution φi ∈ Φi, we invoke Lemma 4.5 to create a
gadget Y j

i,φi
for nY = (1 − cr)p = (1 − 2−r)p input vertices and with distinguished vertex

ŷji,φi
. For every twinclass U ∈ Ui with φi(U) ̸= [r], we pick a private input vertex v of Y j

i,φi

and add the color-set-gadget Bφi(U)\{⊥}(U, v). By Lemma 4.5, the vertex ŷji,φi
can only be

deleted if all input vertices of Y j
i,φi

are deleted. Due to Lemma 4.4 and the structure of Φi,
this will only be the case if φi is the partial solution on Ui.

Clause gadgets. For the j-th clause, we add an (r + 1)-critical graph Zj ∈ Hr consisting of
at least q2p0 vertices. For every group i ∈ [t] and solution φi ∈ Φi such that κ−1

i (φi) is a
partial truth assignment satisfying the j-th clause, we pick a private vertex v in Zj and add
a thin arrow from ŷji,φi

to v. The budget constraint will ensure that the only way to delete a
vertex in Zj is by propagating a deletion via a thin arrow from some ŷji,φi

. By construction of
the decoding and clause gadgets this is only possible if the partial solution on Ui corresponds
to a satisfying assignment of the j-th clause. This concludes the construction, cf. Figure 1.

Budget and packing. The budget b = b0 + costP of the constructed instance (G, b) consists
of two parts; b0 = trp/2 is allocated to the central twinclasses and matches the number of
deletions incurred by picking a partial solution φi ∈ Φi on Ui for each group i ∈ [t]; the second
part costP is due to a vertex-disjoint packing P which we describe next. A part of each thin
arrow in G is added to P and for every thick arrow, color-set-gadget, or decoding gadget, we
add the appropriate parts to P given by Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, respectively. Summing up the
implied costs yields costP . Hence, we know how the deletions are distributed throughout the
various gadgets. In particular, this ensures that no vertex of the central clique F is deleted.

Theorem 1.4 follows by using these ideas and working out the remaining technical details.

5 Algorithm for Deletion to r-Colorable

In this section we describe how to solve Deletion to r-Colorable in time O∗((2r)k) if
we are given a k-expression µ for G. We perform bottom-up dynamic programming along
the syntax tree Tµ. We again view solutions to Deletion to r-Colorable as functions
φ : V (G) → [r] ∪ {⊥} with the property discussed in the outline, cf. Section 4.
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▶ Theorem 5.1. Given a k-expression µ for G, Deletion to r-Colorable on G can be
solved in time O∗((2r)k).

Proof. Let (G, b) be a Deletion to r-Colorable instance and µ a k-expression for G.
We can without of loss of generality assume that µ consists of O(|V (G)|) union-operations
and O(|V (G)|k2) unary operations [6]. For every node t ∈ V (Tµ) and label i, we store the
set of colors used on Gi

t. After deleting the appropriate vertices, the remaining graph should
be r-colorable, hence the possible color sets are precisely the subsets of [r], where ∅ indicates
that all vertices are deleted. Since we use at most k labels at every node, this yields (2r)k
possible types of partial solutions at each node. If the work for each type is only polynomial,
then the claimed running time immediately follows, since there are only a polynomial number
of nodes in V (Tµ).

For every t ∈ V (Tµ) and f : [k] → P([r]), we consider the set of partial solutions

Qt[f ] = {φ : V (Gt) → [r] ∪ {⊥} : φ induces an r-coloring of Gt − φ−1(⊥) and
φ(V (Gi

t)) \ {⊥} = f(i) for all i ∈ [k]}

and we want to compute the quantity At[f ] = min{|φ−1(⊥)| : φ ∈ Qt[f ]}. Let t0 be the root
node of the k-expression µ. We answer yes if there is an f such that At0 [f ] ≤ b; otherwise
we answer no.

Note that f(i) = ∅ implies φ(V (Gi
t)) = {⊥} for all φ ∈ Qt[f ], i.e., all vertices with label

i are deleted. Furthermore, the definition of Qt[f ] implies that Qt[f ] = ∅ and At[f ] = ∞
whenever |f(i)| > |V (Gi

t)| for some i ∈ [k], we will not explicitly mention this edge case again
in what follows and assume that the considered f satisfy |f(i)| ≤ |V (Gi

t)| for all i ∈ [k]. We
proceed by presenting the recurrences to compute At[f ] for all t and f and afterwards show
the correctness of these recurrences.

Base case. If t = ini(v) for some i ∈ [k], then At[f ] = [f(i) = ∅], because the solution cost
is 1 if v is deleted and 0 otherwise.

Relabel case. If t = labi→j(Gt′) for some i ̸= j ∈ [k] and where t′ is the child of t, then

At[f ] = min{At′ [f ′] : f ′(a) = f(a) for all a ∈ [k] \ {i, j} and f ′(i) ∪ f ′(j) = f(j)}.

By assumption, f ′ will always satisfy f ′(i) = ∅ here, since there are no vertices with label i

in Gt′ . This recurrence goes over all ways how the colors f ′(j) used for vertices with label j

in Gt′ can be split among the vertices with label i and j in the previous graph Gt. Observe
that we are taking the minimum over at most (2r)2 = O(1) numbers on the right-hand side,
hence this recurrence can be computed in polynomial time.

Join case. If t = joini,j(Gt′) for some i ̸= j ∈ [k], where t′ is the child of t, and assuming
without loss of generality that V (Gi

t′) ̸= ∅ and V (Gj
t′) ̸= ∅, then

At[f ] =
{

At′ [f ] if f(i) ∩ f(j) = ∅,

∞ else.

This recurrence filters out all partial solutions where the coloring properties are not satisfied
at some newly added edge. This happens precisely when f(i) ∩ f(j) ̸= ∅, because then there
exists an edge in the join between label i and j whose endpoints get the same color.
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Union case. If t = union(Gt1 , Gt2) where t1 and t2 are the children of t, then

At[f ] = min{At1 [f1] + At2 [f2] : f1(a) ∪ f2(a) = f(a) for all a ∈ [k]}.

Here, we assume that ∞ + x = x + ∞ = ∞ + ∞ = ∞ for all x ∈ N. This recurrence goes for
each label a ∈ [k] over all ways how the color set f(a) can be split among the vertices with
label a in the first graph Gt1 and in the second graph Gt2 .

This recurrence can be computed for all f simultaneously in time O∗((2r)k) by turning
it into an appropriate cover product in the min-sum semiring as follows. We interpret
the functions of the form f : [k] → P([r]) as subsets of [k] × [r] in the following way:
S(f) = {(i, c) : i ∈ [k], c ∈ f(i)}. Observe that f1(a)∪f2(a) = f(a) for all a ∈ [k] is equivalent
to S(f1) ∪ S(f2) = S(f). Now, At can be considered as a function P([k] × [r]) → [n] and the
recurrence of the union case is the (min, +)-cover product of At1 and At2 . By [10, Theorem
10.17] we can compute all values of At in time 2kr(kr)O(1) · O(n log n log log n) = O∗((2r)k).

Correctness. We prove the correctness by bottom-up induction along the syntax tree Tµ.
In the base case Gt only consists of the single vertex v and we can either delete v or assign
some color to v. Together with the edge case handling, this is implemented by the formula
for the base case.

For the relabel case, notice that Gt = Gt′ , V (Gi
t) = ∅, V (Gj

t ) = V (Gi
t′) ∪ V (Gj

t′), and
V (Ga

t ) = V (Ga
t′) for all a ∈ [k] \ {i, j}. Let f ′ be a candidate in the recurrence of At[f ] and

φ′ ∈ Qt′ [f ′] be a minimizer in the definition of At′ [f ′], then we also have that φ′ ∈ Qt[f ]
since φ′(V (Gj

t )) \ {⊥} = (φ′(V (Gi
t′)) \ {⊥}) ∪ (φ′(V (Gj

t′)) \ {⊥}) = f ′(i) ∪ f ′(j) = f(j).
Hence, the recurrence is an upper bound on At[f ].

In the other direction, let φ be a minimizer in the definition of At[f ] and consider f ′ with
f ′(a) = φ(V (Ga

t′)) \ {⊥} for all a ∈ [k]. Then f ′ satisfies f ′(i) ∪ f ′(j) = f(j) and φ ∈ Qt′ [f ′],
so f ′ is also considered in the recurrence and the recurrence is a lower bound on At[f ].

For the join case, notice that for φ′ ∈ Qt′ [f ] ⊇ Qt[f ] it holds that φ′ ∈ Qt[f ] if and only
if φ′(V (Gi

t′)) ∩ φ′(V (Gj
t′)) ⊆ {⊥}.

For the union case, a feasible solution φ of Gt induces feasible solutions φ1 of Gt1 and φ2
of Gt2 such that φ1(V (Ga

t )) ∪ φ2(V (Ga
t )) = φ(V (Ga

t )) for all a ∈ [k] and vice versa. ◀

This algorithm has a straightforward extension that can also handle polynomially large
vertex costs in running time O∗((2r)k). For even larger costs it is not clear how to compute
the table entries for the union nodes quickly enough.

6 Conclusion

Our main results are the two lower bounds for Deletion to r-Colorable, which apply also
to parameterization by treewidth resp. cliquewidth but use much more restrictive structure;
this greatly refines what was known for Odd Cycle Transversal, i.e. r = 2, and gives
new tight bounds for r ≥ 3. In particular, beyond the above-mentioned examples, these
are further natural problems where a small modulator to a simple graph class (of constant
treewidth) is as hard as small treewidth. Surprisingly perhaps, something even stronger
holds for clique-width: To get the tight lower bound, a modulator with few (true) twinclasses
suffices, i.e., we need neither a sequence of disjoint separators nor complex dense structure.
For Dominating Set, only the latter was established: twinclass-cutwidth rather than
cliquewidth suffices to take us from base 3 in the running time to base 4.
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Such results bring several benefits: (1) Rather than e.g. getting only the isolated result
of (conditional) complexity of a problem relative to treewidth, we get a much larger range of
input structure that exhibits the same tight complexity. (2) At the same time, by aiming for
maximally restricted lower bound structure, we get a much better understanding of what
structure makes a given problem hard. This in turn helps to focus efforts at faster algorithms
through (even) stronger structural restrictions on the input.

An immediate follow-up question is whether there are improved algorithms for Deletion
to r-Colorable when G − X has treewidth less than r; so far, this is known only for
Odd Cycle Transversal, but we think such algorithms exist in general. We observe that
any construction relying on (r + 1)-critical graphs must have treewidth at least r, hence
improving upon the treewidth of our construction requires a fundamentally different idea.

Similarly, is there a meaningful restriction of (linear) clique-width, for which Lampis’ [42]
lower bound for r-Coloring already holds? Much more broadly, what other classes of
problems exhibit the same lower bound as for treewidth already relative to deletion distance
to a sparse graph class? Are there problems where this jump in complexity happens later, say,
for treedepth, for some elimination distance, or only for treewidth/pathwidth? E.g., what is
the complexity of Dominating Set relative to deletion distances, and the complexity relative
to treedepth may be an interesting stepping stone? Similarly, to what generality do we get
the same lower bound as for clique-width already relative to, e.g., twinclass-pathwidth?
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A Problem Definitions

Vertex Cover
Input: An undirected graph G = (V, E) and an integer b.

Question: Is there a set Y ⊆ V , |Y | ≤ b, such that G−Y contains no edges, i.e., χ(G−Y ) ≤ 1?

Odd Cycle Transversal
Input: An undirected graph G = (V, E) and an integer b.

Question: Is there a set Y ⊆ V , |Y | ≤ b, such that G − Y is bipartite, i.e., χ(G − Y ) ≤ 2?

Deletion to r-Colorable
Input: An undirected graph G = (V, E) and an integer b.

Question: Is there a set Y ⊆ V , |Y | ≤ b, such that χ(G − Y ) ≤ r?

Satisfiability
Input: A boolean formula σ in conjunctive normal form.

Question: Is there a satisfying assignment τ for σ?

q-Satisfiability
Input: A boolean formula σ in conjunctive normal form with clauses of size at most q.

Question: Is there a satisfying assignment τ for σ?

q-Hitting Set
Input: An universe U and a set family F over U of sets of size at most q and an integer t.

Question: Is there a set H ⊆ U , |H| ≤ t, such that H ∩ S ̸= ∅ for all S ∈ F?
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r-Coloring
Input: An undirected graph G = (V, E).

Question: Is χ(G) ≤ r?

List r-Coloring
Input: An undirected graph G = (V, E), lists Λ(v) ⊆ [r] for all v ∈ V .

Question: Is there an r-Coloring φ : V → [r] of G such that φ(v) ∈ Λ(v) for all v ∈ V ?

Maximum Cut
Input: An undirected graph G = (V, E) and an integer b.

Question: Is there a set Y ⊆ V , such that |δ(Y )| ≥ b?

H-free Deletion
Input: An undirected graph G = (V, E) and an integer b.

Question: Is there a set Y ⊆ V , |Y | ≤ b, such that G − Y is H-free?

Dominating Set
Input: An undirected graph G = (V, E) and an integer b.

Question: Is there a set X ⊆ V , |X| ≤ b, such that N [X] = V ?

Total Dominating Set
Input: An undirected graph G = (V, E) and an integer b.

Question: Is there a set X ⊆ V , |X| ≤ b, such that
⋃

v∈X
N(v) = V ?

(b, r)-center
Input: An undirected graph G = (V, E) and an integers b and r.

Question: Is there a set X ⊆ V , |X| ≤ b, such that every vertex v ∈ V is at most at distance
r to X?
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